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Remember to follow
& stay up-to-date with
tourism industry news
@VC_B2B
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REMINDER
Keep your listing up-to-date
to increase engagement using
your self edit log-ins. You can
request your log-in by emailing
industry@visitcornwall.com
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MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS
Visit Cornwall membership gives you a listing on visitcornwall.
com. You knew that, right? But did you know that it gives you
access to a whole heap of other benefits too? Gem up on what
your membership includes (and what costs a little extra) and
make sure you’re using it to the max in 2018.

1. VISITCORNWALL.COM LISTING

4. MEDIA AND PR

This gives our website users a taste of your product.

While we unfortunately can’t promise to feature every

It should shout about your greatest assets, summarise

member in our media and PR activity we will always give you

your offer and tempt users to click through to your

priority so if you’re up to something newsworthy, which will

own website for more details. We recommend that

help to sell destination Cornwall, we want to hear about it.

you make use of the image and video quota and it

Send details Rosa’s way!

might sound obvious, but keep it up-to-date. See our
how-to-guide for step-by-step instructions on setting

5. SOCIAL MEDIA

up and maintaining your listing. If you have any questions,

Whether it’s Facebook, Twitter or Instagram (or

email Mark.

something new and emerging) we’re all over it and using
our incredible reach to promote both our members

2. SPECIAL OFFERS AND LATE AVAILABILITY

and destination Cornwall. With every post we aim to

Feature in the ‘offers’ section of visitcornwall.com by

drive traffic to member pages and there are countless

uploading your special offers and late availability. You

ways that you can help us on our mission. Tag us in your

can have as many offers running at any one time as

posts, offer up a #FreebieFriday giveaway, volunteer for

you wish and uploading them is easy-peasy, just follow

an Instagram Takeover…the list is pretty much endless!

this how-to-guide. We also share late availability and

Speak to Laura about the options.

special offers via @LastMinuteSW – simply tweet
us and we’ll retweet! If you have any questions,

6. COMPETITIONS

email Mark.

We’re big fans of competitions; they attract visitors to our
site, supply us with lots of rich and valuable data and are

3. ADVERTISING

fantastic for brand awareness. There are a few minimum

From digital ads in our email marketing and

requirements to be involved in our quarterly main website

on our website, to print ads in our guides and

competitions but members always take priority and this

leaflets, there are LOADS of options to amplify

is also true of our third-party competitions and smaller

your message and get noticed by our audiences.

#FreebieFriday social media giveaways. To find out more

Contact Ed for more details.

contact Laura.

01208 811152

industry@visitcornwall.com

@VC_B2B

visitcornwall.com/industry
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7. BLOGS

13. EMAIL MARKETING

Content is the life blood of our marketing, it feeds our

Email marketing is a core activity for Visit Cornwall. We

website, social media, PR, email newsletters, third-party

manage an extensive schedule of email communications,

promotions…you get the picture, we use it everywhere!

which are designed to inspire and drive visits. Email Ed to

As ever, members are front and centre of our blog

find out how you can get involved.

content and we’re always on the lookout for ideas, guest
blogs and features. Content pitches to Mark please!

14. ADVICE AND GUIDANCE
We’re here to help and our team comes with a wealth

8. IMAGE AND FILM RESOURCES

of experience and competencies within the tourism

Stuck for a great image of Cornwall or looking for a promo

industry. If you are seeking advice, the team are more

film of your area? Have you tried our image library and

than happy to help, from PR know-how to funding and

YouTube channel which is bursting with films to share

planning, just contact the most relevant team member.

or embed in your own marketing? There’s absolutely no
charge, all that we ask for in return is a credit!

15. LOBBYING AND REPRESENTATION
Our Chief Executive, Malcolm Bell, is a highly regarded

9. RESEARCH

tourism spokesperson and seen by the media as the go-

Where do our visitors come from? Where does your

to representative for destination Cornwall. We do not shy

business fit into the bigger picture? What are the trends

away from controversial issues and try to find solutions

to look out for? You’ll find the answers to all this and

to problems faced by the industry. If you have an area

more in our freely available reports. Email Rosa to request

to bring to our attention or would simply like advice

the latest report.

email Laura.

10. INDUSTRY COMMS

16. PRINT

Consider Visit Cornwall as your go-to hub for all things

Many visitors still love print and so do we. Our refreshed

tourism industry related. From training events and

2018 Cornwall Accommodation Guide is distributed

conferences, to the latest news and opportunities, we’re

directly to consumers throughout the UK and it’s great

in the know and more than likely involved in one way

to see so many of our members involved in it. Fear not

or another. Stay in the loop by following us on Twitter

though if you missed this guide, as there will be additional

@VC_B2B and by reading our monthly industry newsletter

print opportunities in 2018. Watch this space.

– if you’re not receiving it, ping Rosa an email.
17. MAXIMISE VISIT CORNWALL MEMBER LOGO
We are mighty proud to have you as a member of Visit
11. EVENTS AND CONFERENCES

Cornwall and hope the feeling is mutual. Wear the Visit

We host the annual Cornwall Tourism Summit and run

Cornwall member logo as a badge of honour across

various workshops and meetings to share industry info,

your marketing, it is a symbol of quality and impeccable

best practice and expert tips. Nothing beats meeting

standards and is highly regarded by both industry peers

face-to-face so we wholly recommend joining us

and visitors. The logo is exclusively for member use, so

whenever possible. Depending on the event there may

make sure you maximise it. If you do not have a copy of

be a small charge but it is always more than worth it.

the logo, email Mark.

Keep an eye out in our industry comms for future dates.
12. FEATURE PAGES
New for 2018. We are introducing three new content
boxes to the visitcornwall.com homepage. These will
be updated weekly in accordance with our refreshed
content calendar and will send traffic straight from
the homepage to member specific pages. Members
can get involved with relevant feature pages, just
email Mark to request the 2018 content calendar and

For more information on maximising your membership,
contact industry@visitcornwall.com or 01208 811152

see where you might fit in.

01208 811152

industry@visitcornwall.com

@VC_B2B

visitcornwall.com/industry
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WHAT DOES
YOUR MEMBERSHIP
INCLUDE?

Reference

Included in your
membership

Opportunity

1

visitcornwall.com listing

2

Unlimited special offers and late availability in the Offers section

2

Promotion of your special offers and late availability via @LastMinuteSW

3

Sponsored and featured visitcornwall.com advertising

4

Preferential inclusion in our destination PR activity*

5

Preferential inclusion in our social media activity*

5

Preferential consideration for a takeover of our Instagram account*

5

Preferential inclusion in our #FreebieFriday social media*

6

Preferential inclusion in our quarterly website competitions*

6

Preferential inclusion in our competitions with third parties*

7

Preferential inclusion in our blog content*

8

Unlimited downloads from the Visit Cornwall image library

8

Film links to embed or share in your digital marketing

9

Research reports and insights

10

Industry newsletter

11

Tickets to our events and conferences*

12

Preferential inclusion in feature pages*

13

Advertising in our email newsletters

14

Advice and guidance

15

Lobbying and representation

16

Advertising in our printed materials (main guide, maps, leaflets etc)

17

Using Visit Cornwall member logo

Additional fee.
Discounted for members

* Unfortunately, we cannot offer to include all members in this activity but members will be prioritised over non-members. Subject to T&Cs

01208 811152

industry@visitcornwall.com

@VC_B2B

visitcornwall.com/industry

